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INTRODUCTION

"Life, life felt and seen
and sung; these are the true
architectonics of great drama;
all the rest is stagecraft."!
John Millington Synge’s

Riders to the Sea

is a

tragedy--the tragedy of a whole people earning their liv
ing upon the surging breakers, battling against the mon
strous waves in their small curaghs, with dark fate ever
brooding over them.

The islanders’

fear and hatred of

this inexorable fate is given full expression in the dra
ma,

seemingly indicating that the sea by its terror and

sublimity had cast a shadow

upon Synge during his visit

to the Aran Islands making him Greek-minded in the pres
ence of tragedy.
Though Synge’s tragic drama,
Is Greek in essence,

Riders to the Sea,

it throbs with life— a simple com

mon life as felt and seen and sung by Synge among isola
ted humanity,

the poor Irish peasants on the rock-bound

Aran Islands thirty miles off the
land— a life of enduring suffering
the soil and sea.

and struggling' with

Synge sublimated the life

landers by his poetic prose,

1.

western coast of Ire

of the is

enlivened it by his color-1

James Huneker, The Pathos of Distance,

229.

2

ful imagery,

and endowed it with noble sentiment. Synge

found an environment that was romantically primitive.
The drama in its simplicity, lucidity,
and interpretation
geode

of a simple humanity

inlaid with innumerable

dignity,

is like a rare

glistening gem-crystals,

each reflecting within its facets the untainted light of
common life sublimating it to a pristine beauty.

Though

the play embodies the poetry of life, it maintains Greek
dramatic qualities of the tragedies of the Golden Era.
To find in modern drama a tragedy so essentially
Greek in essence as Synge's Riders to the Sea may appear
rather enigmatical;

all the more so, that Greek elements

should be identified so distinctly in an Anglo-Irish dra
ma of the modern era.

To throw some light on this appar

ent enigma is the purpose of this thesis.
*

As a helpful preliminary
background

of the drama

of the author's attitude

for the

study

of the

and for a better understanding
in writing

Riders to

the Sea

the next chapter offers a life sketch of the dramatist.

CHAPTER I
JOHN MILLINGTON SYNGE
The short life
lington Synge,

of the Irish dramatist, John Mil

may be

divided into

three periods:

his

youth in Dublin, his wanderings in Europe, and his discov
ery of Ireland in his wanderings and plays.
John Millington Synge was born at Newtown Little,
near Dublin,
ents.

April 16, 1871,

The Synges

given the

were an

of staunch Protestant par
old Wicklow family

Protestant Church of Ireland

bishops and archbishops.
Reverend Robert Trail,

long

line of

The mother was the daughter of
Rector of Schull

As a boy Synge enjoyed immensely

wild glens

in County Cork.

solitary rambles in the

Dublin mountains and strange places.
he spent among the

a

that had

of the

His summer holidays
Wicklow mountains

where he knew every nook and could identify the name, col
or and use of every plant.
ral history and enjoyed

He was a great lover of natu

an amazing intimacy with Nature.

Synge remained at home until

he was

twenty,

graduating

from Trinity College in 1892.
Endowed with

a natural taste for music and a de

sire for travel, he wandered through Europe with his vio
lin and flute

for two

or three

years.

After wandering

4

about trying to make a living by writing essays and book
reviews, he was discovered

by William Butler Yeats, who

persuaded him to return to Ireland (1898)

and study the

primitive folk living in the unfrequented districts.

„

He

told Synge,
Go to the Aran Islands, and live there as if you
were one of the people themselves; express a life
that has found expression.1
In the Aran Islands, Synge discovered in the sce
nery and the people just the material that was suited
his literary genius.
est for him there:
the wealth

to

There were three elements of inter
the linguistic,

which accounts

of native phrases he gathered;

for

y

his interest

^

in folklore, which stories he recorded as they were told
in all their freshness and rudeness;

his

keen dramatic

interest, which enabled him to use the odd characters he
*

met, as understudies
in his plays.

for his future dramatic characters

His prose essays,

like The Aran Islands,

were the raw material from which he fashioned his plays;
they are the “jewels not yet cut, polished, and set."^
Thus it was that Synge's thoughts were turned to1
2

ature,

1. Daniel Corkery,
62.

Synge and Anglo-Irish Liter

2. Maurice Bourgeois,
the Irish Theatre, 95.

John Millington Synge and

*

5

Irish themes*

Yeats induced the

young man to write for

the new Irish National Theatre, where Synge made his de
but on

October 8, 1903, with In the Shadow of the Glen,

a one-act play.

The next year Synge became

identified

with William Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory in the direc
tion of the Abbey Theatre founded in 1904.
to the Sea was produced.

The purpose

Here Riders

proposed

by the

Abbey Theatre was to develop a drama that should be dis
tinctly national and that would achieve a union
truth and beauty in the drama
Synge,

by returning

to nature.

in his wanderings in the Aran Islands,

and Wicklow and Connemara, had gathered

between

in Kerry

a rich

fund of

folklore, speech, and character, out of which he created
his plays.

However, a shadow rested upon Synge's genius,

for It flowered only during the very brief span of seven
*

years— between 1903 and 1909.

His

untimely

March 24, 1909 in a Dublin hospital.

death came

He died of cancer.'5

The history of Synge's life is brief— too brief—
but his spirit lives on in his plays,
masterpiece,

Riders to the Sea,

especially in his

wherein

he

treats of

the profound and common interests of life in an imagina
tive exalting way.

3.

His sympathy with the people that he3

Daniel Corkery,

ojd.

cit., 28-31.
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dealt with was true and deep, but his range of sympathies
was limited and not quite free from inherited prejudices.
Though he eagerly noted the peasants' delight in the mi
raculous, their unrestrained
their living folklore,

outbursts of emotion,

he remained

living faith in another world.

The

impassive
physical

and

to their
world

in

which they moved thrilled him, but their spiritual envi
ronment left him both uninformed and unimpressed.
In his The Aran Islands he gives his

impressions

of a Sunday morning when the people had gone to Mass:
I sat for nearly an hour beside the fire with a
curious feeling that I should be quite alone in
this little cottage. I am so used to sitting
here with the people that I have never felt the
room before as a place where any man might live
and work by himself. After a while as I waited,
with just light enough from the chimney to let
me see the rafters and the greyness of the walls
I became indescribably mournful, for I felt that
this little corner of. the face of the world, and
the people who live in it, have a peace and dig
nity from which we are shut out forever.4
Thus far, and no further, Synge
life of the islanders.

came to view

Their peace and

the inner

dignity was to

him an objective thing. His eye was earthbound, taken up
with the physical world,

leaving vast

spiritual tracts

of human life unvisited.

If certain inherited prejudices

and his inherent lack of spiritual delicacy had not held4

4.

J. M. Synge, The Aran Islands, 200
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him hack from reading deeply into the lives

of the Aran

people, his affection for them

functioned

might

have

more revealingly as an element in his creative
tions.

But possibly just

this keener

produc

subjective atti

tude on Synge’s part might have detracted

considerably

from the potency of the role of fate in Riders to the Sea.
Be it as it may, this drama is the only one of his
six plays written

on an

occasion when he was so deeply

moved in the face of tragedy that he shed his prejudices
and allowed the religion of the people its
in the unfolding of the action,

whereby

natural part
he gave a tiny

glimpse of the islanders’ wonderful inner religious life.
Tiny as this glimpse may be,

it suffices

to reveal the

inner motives of the endurance of these simple Irish folk
whose hearts rested in God and upon Whom they called to
»
bless the living and the dead, the echoes of which Synge
sincerely endeavored to catch within this play.
The occasion which so deeply moved Synge present
ed itself while he was sojourning on Inishmaan, the middie island of the Aran group,

where

whose body had been washed up on

he heard of

t
&

a distant coast,

man
and

who had been identified as belonging to the islands only
by his characteristic

garments.

From this tale,

Synge

conceived the central incident for Riders to the Sea.

J

8

The imaginative title of the play grew out of an
other tale Synge had heard at the Aran Islands:
When the horses were coming down to the ship an
old woman saw her son, that was drowned a while
ago, riding on one of them.56
7
The cottage

which became the background for the

tragedy of Maurya's sons is richly described in a color
ful word-painting by Synge in

The Aran Islands:

The kitchen itself...is full of beauty and dis
tinction. The red dresses of the women who clus
ter round the fire on their stools give a glow
of almost Eastern richness, and the walls have
been toned by the turf-smoke to a soft brown that
blends with the gray earth-color of the floor.
Many sorts of fishing-tackle, and the nets and
oilskins of the men, are hung up on the walls
or among the open rafters.5
The atmosphere
eloquently described

of the environing
in Synge’s

hinterland is

melodious and colorful

prose in another passage:
*
A week of sweeping fogs has passed over and given
me a strange sense of exile and desolation.
I
walk round the island every day, yet I can see
nothing anywhere but a mass of wet rock, a strip
of surf, and then a tumult of waves.
The slaty limestone has grown black with the
water that is dripping on it, and wherever I turn
there is the same gray obsession twining
and
wreathing itself among the narrow fields, and the
same wail from the wind that shrieks and whistles
in the loose rubble of the walls.7

5.

Maurice Bourgeois, o£. cit., 159.

6.

J. M. Synge, _ojg. cit., 36.

7.

Ibid., 60.
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Such is
the Sea.

the background

The question

Synge's shedding

of the drama, Riders to

now presents itself:

of his

Why, with

religious prejudices

on

the

occasion mentioned, did this play still remain so genu
inely Greek in its essence?
From the life sketch of Synge it was

noted that

he considered the religion of the characters objective
ly, and, consequently, all
that he allows to enter

of religion

the play function more or less

as outward manifestations,
drama,

the influences

and thus,

Fate takes its place

the Greek

as the outward governing

agent of the action in the play.
in the powerful, monstrous

as in

Fate

body of

is
the

personified
hostile sea.

This predominating note of fatalism brings the play in
to the realm of Greek dramatic art.
To study, by analysis, the various elements

of

Greek tragedy which may be discerned in Synge's one-act
tragedy, Riders to the Sea, is the purpose of this the
sis.

As a helpful preliminary,

be devoted to a study
art in general.

the next

chapter will

of the characteristics

of Greek

CHAPTER II

GREEK CLASSIC SPIRIT
A.

T*16 Way of the Greeks

In dramatic art there are
elements or qualities
as Greek.

certain characteristic

that can be

designated primarily

The first of these is simplicity.

in any form was simple art— plain art.
red anything in excess

Greek art

The Greeks abhor

and brushed aside all obscuring,

entangling superfluities.

They were intellectual artists

whose works are ”a perfect expression of the pure intel
lect illumined by the s'pirit."1
The Greeks were lovers of beauty in the concrete;
they were realists in the sense that they loved beauty of
common things and did not try to embellish It with artifi
cialities.

A humble

flower— a primrose

by the river’s

brim— remained just a simple primrose unelaborated
superfluous embellishments of diction.

with

A skylark was a

thing of beauty, ”a sea-purple bird of spring that flies
over the foam of the

wave with careless heart”1
2— bfeauty

in the concrete, and nothing more.

Greek art in any form

1.

Edith Hamilton, The Greek Way, 60.

2.

Ibid., 67.
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implied simplicity, truthfulness, clearness, and dignity.
Only rarely is this Greek idea of beauty— beauty
in its crystalline essence and

untainted by

connotations— found in English poetry.

associated

And among

these

rare few, Synge takes his place of eminence in Riders to
the Sea, for he saw the world the way the Greeks saw it:
...things men live with, noted as men of reason
note them, not slurred over or evaded, not idea
lized away from actuality, and then perceived as
beautiful.3
Furthermore, the Greeks were lovers of beauty with
economy, that is, there is no elaboration just
embellishing effects.

When contrasted with the English,

an art of rich detail,
tere art.

for mere

the Greek might appear as an aus

However, against the splendor of the English,

the Greek stands out in

majestic

occasionally the Greek poet
flight of fancy,
by no means

does allow

he keeps his Greek

gives fancy

Shakespeare.

simplicity.

Even if

himself a brief

sense for fact and

a free flight as does Byron or

It is, in this regard, all the more worthy

of note that Synge, an

Anglo-Irish

dramatist,

should
/
choose to display the Greek, rather than the English dra
matic qualities.
One of the most

3.

Ibid., 69

outstanding differences

between

12

Greek art and the modern is that we consider

every sepa

rate thing as a unit in itself, whereas the Greeks always
saw things as parts of the whole.

This attitude of mind

was stamped upon everything they did.

In architecture,

...the Greek temple, conceived of as a part of its
setting, was simplified, the simplest of all the
great buildings of the world; and the Gothic cathe
dral, seen as a complete whole in itself, unrelated
to anything beyond itself, was of all buildings
the most elaborate in detail.4
Just as the Greek mind

saw everything in relation

to the whole in architecture,

so likewise did it feature

in drama.

Thus,

Greek tragedians viewed people,

in themselves but as a part
the past, integrated

with the

which gave and took life,
on others,
thers,

of the

great

not as

background of

determinations

of a fate

bestowed good on some and evil

visited the children with the sins of the fa

and swept away the innocent in fire and calamity.

The Greek mind saw people simplified, a part of the whole,
set against a background of a

limitless and immeasurable

whole--infinity.
This simplification

was carried out

portrayal of the characters.
concerned with the human
sonal life;

4.

even in

the

The Greek dramatist was not ^

complexities

of the inner per

to him the character's importance lay rather

Ibid., 202.

^
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in what* was clearly to be seen,
plicated.

Even when a great and powerful nature came to

ruin by some overpowering
not resist
fate.

outstanding and uncom

because

passion,

the passion

the character could

was the

instrument of

The adversary was always fate, and hence the tra

gedy was from without.

As in Aeschylus,

not regarded as isolated holding

Clytemnestra is

her fate

in

her

own

hands, but rather she stood
...against a background of the past,
terrible
deeds of old that must work out in evil for her
and hers; the thread of her web of life spun
far back in dim years of old.5
In the light of the Greek mind, life was regarded as
...human beings each weaving a bit of the web
of sorrow and sin and suffering, and the pat
tern made by a power before which the heart
stands still.®
The difference between Greek art
cidly paralleled in Greek architecture.
temple, In its gleaming
nature's immeasurable

splendor
expansive

and ours is lu
Just as a Greek

of white

set against

background

of sea and

land and sky,

causes the spectator to become more aware
/
of the grandeur and expanse of the sea and sky and moun
tain range— which he would not if that shining marvel of
white stone were not set in sharp relief against

5.

Ibid.,

209.

6.

Ibid.,

209, 210.

them— 5
6
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so in the same way the Greek tragedy makes us more aware
of the
...strangeness that surrounds us, the dark un
known our life is bounded by, through the suf
fering of a great soul given to us simply and
so powerfully, that we know in it all human an
guish and the mystery of pain.7
Suffering in a great soul moves one’3 own soul to
awe and pity.

In the English tragedy, the sufferer

is

alone upon the tremendous stage of life, engaged in the
conflict of good and evil for mankind,

and the onlooker

becomes himself identified with the hero suffering.
the Greek, this is not the case;
far removed.
than ours;

In

we remain onlookers as

The agony of the hero is

of another sort

yet our hearts are moved to pity and awe.

This achievement in drama is possible

only

when

the mind and the spirit are balanced, for
*
...the mind simplifies, for it sees everything
related, everything part of a whole; the spirit
individualizes
In fact, all that

the Greeks

stamped by that balance;

achieved

in any

art was

the

...flowering of genius in Greece was due to the,
immense impetus given when clarity and power of
thought was added to great spiritual force. That
union made the Greek temples, statues, writings,
all the plain expression of the significant; the

7.

Ibid.,

215.

8.

Ibid.,

229
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temple in its simplicity; the statue in its com
bination of reality, and ideality; the poetry in
its dependence upon ideas; the tragedy in its
union of the spirit of inquiry with the spirit
of poetry. It made the Athenian lovers of fact
and of beauty; it enabled them to hold fast both
to the things that are seen and to the things
that are not seen, in all they have left behind
for us, science, philosophy, religion, art.9
The Greeks

stamped

their genius and spirit.

everything with

the mark of

They found the world beautiful

and delightful to live in, and portrayed it as such. Al
so they knew to the full
as how sweet.

how bitter life can be as well

The uncertainty of life and the imminence

of death were ever in the
Greeks.

conscious

awareness

of

the

Over and over they emphasize the brevity of life

and the failure of all human

endeavor

in the

face

of

fate and the swift fleetingness of all that is beautiful
and joyful.

Though the Greek tragedians give the somber,
*

woeful side of life,

they often lift the black

of tragedy to give us

tranquil, joyful scenes

curtain
of life.

And though
...joy and sorrow, exultation and tragedy, stand
hand in hand in Greek literature, there is no
contradiction involved t h e r e b y . ,

9.

Ibid.,

231

•
o
1
—1

Ibid..

23.

232.
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B.

Sophocles, Quintessence of the Greek
Sophocles impresses himself

quintessence of the Greek.

upon history as the

In every way he is the embo

diment of that which is recognized as Greek,
that Aristotle draws
sic spirit
Sophocles.

so much so

his definitions of the Greek clas

and Greek art

from the

spirit and

art

of

In his directness, lucidity, simplicity and

reasonableness,

Sophocles stands for the classic Greek.

There is nothing of excess to be found in him;
...restraint is his as no other writer's. Beau
ty to him does not inhere in color, or light and
shade, or any method of adornment, but in struc
ture, in line and proportion, or from another
point of view, it has its roots not in mystery
but in clear truthfulness.
This is the classic
spirit as we have conceived i t . H
In his style— if one can appreciate the original
in Greek--Sophocles is incomparable. Critics acclaim him
as maintaining a
...continuous level of loveliness of word,
phrase, of musical sweep and pause....His
flawless perfection of utterance.12
Sophocles
poet.

was a great

of
was

supremely great
/
He was a detached observer of life, warm of heart

but passionless.

tragedian and a

It was said of him that his

11.

Ibid.,

178.

12.

Ibid .,

181, 182.

"soul was1

17

like a star and dwelt apart."^
One of the dominant notes of his tragedy was the
note of

a resigned acceptance

of life.

Sophocles saw

clearly

that life must be as it is and cannot be other

wise, and though people cannot change the course of fate,
they can ally themselves with good.
ing and in dying,

Thereby, in suffer

they can die and suffer nobly.

Seek

ing no refuge from things as they are, and accepting suf
fering and death in a calm mind and with strength unshak
en, implies a spirit

of absolute acquiessence.

one of the dominant notes also of Synge’s

This is

little drama.

In matters of religion, Sophocles took the ortho
dox view of the hierarchy of Olympus, but his inward vi
sion did not trifle with fanciful myths and fables. When
he searched the heavens for an understanding of life and
supernatural power, he found laws of purity and reverence
which stood for a Power that was great and eternal. Thus
the religious truths underlying the facts of the legends
in his dramas take second place; the first place is giv
en to the dramatic interest. This does not, however, im
ply that Sophocles minimized
of the tragedy,

13.

Ibid

the spiritual significance

but rather that in

•

y

180.

all life situations

^
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set forth In his dramas
...passions and sufferings of mankind are every
where painted, not as they appear in themselves,
hut also as they appear in relation to the eter
nal laws of justice and divine government.
The
mysterious decrees of destiny are always visible
in the background of the picture;
and the ac
tions of mortal men, when seen under this aspect,
acquire unwonted grandeur and impressiveness.14
Another outstanding Greek element and a favorite
device used in all dramatic literature
So superbly does Sophocles use it
deur and impressiveness

is tragic irony.

to heighten the gran

of the decrees

it has been termed Sophoclean irony.

of destiny that

Tragic irony as is

used by tragedians implies the impending of a catastrophe
that is known and foreseen by the audience but is hidden
from all or some of the actors in the drama.
of the dialogue are such

The words

that they seem perfectly harrn-

less on the surface, yet carry an ominous meaning to the
initiated, indicating what is about to happen.

A grip

ping effect is thus produced by the contrast between the
outer and inner meaning of the conversation.15
Tragic irony may be either

conscious

or uncon1

scious. Conscious irony, found more often in modern dra
ma, presents a situation where the speaker himself is not1
*
4

Greeks,

14. Arthur Elam Haigh,
169.
15.

Ibid • >

174

The Tragic Drama of the

19

the victim

of the illusion,

about to fall on others
In unconscious irony,

hut who

foresees the doom

and rejoices over the prospect.
as found in Greek drama, the suf

ferer himself is the spokesman,

uttering words which to

the audience have a dreadful ominous meaning probing the
victim’s own wounds,

yet he is

totally unaware

doom that threatens to shatter him.

of the

His cheerful heed

lessness set against the shadows of doom surrounding him
give an impression . more terrible

and awesome than

any

words could possibly express.
Such is the role of irony in Oedipus Rex,

where

tragic unconscious irony is made the ruling motive
whole drama.

of a

This tragedy has been regarded as the mas

ter-piece of Sophocles, exhibiting irony of destiny with
unexampled force.

In the opening scene

King Oedipus is

*

depicted in the height
venerated,

of his prosperity,

renowned and

and surrounded by his suppliant countrymen,

with the priest addressing him as ’’chiefest of men, yea,
and of chiefest skill in communings with Heaven."16
the audience, who are aware that the wrath of heaven
about to crush and shatter him within a few hours,

To
is
the

pathetic meaning and Irony of these words is indescriba
ble.

All the speeches of Oedipus,

from the first scene1
6

16. Sophocles, Oedipus the King, edited by Rob
ert Metcalf Smith in Types of World Tragedy, 16.
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to the

final catastrophe,

are full

of the same tragic

allusiveness« Oedipus can scarcely open his lips without
unconsciously touching upon his own impending fate. When
he persists

in his search for the assassin "not for the

sake of friends remote, but for mine own,"IV and when he
cautiously

warns Jocasta that,

as his

mother is still

living, the prophesied guilt is still a possibility, the
irony of the utterances
the victim*
of

cannot but arouse

In ignorance he pronounces the

our pity for
conditions

his own banishment:
That man I banish, whosoe’er he be,
From out this land whose power and throne are mine;
And none may give him shelter, none speak to him,
Nor join with him in prayers and sacrifice,
Nor give him share in holy lustral stream;
But all shall thrust him from their homes, declared
Our curse and our pollution,..18

Perhaps the most tragic passage in the whole play is the
one in which,

while cursing

the murderer of Laius,

blindly pronounces his own doom;
And for the man who did the guilty deed,
Whether alone he lurks, or leagued with more,
I pray that he may waste his life away,
For vile deeds, vilely dying; and for me,
If in my house, I knowing it, he dwells,
'
May every curse I spake on my head fall,19*
9
8
1

3.7,

Ibid.,

19.

18.

Ibid.,

23.

19.

Ibid.,

24.

he

21

Here is tragic irony at its highest.

The pathos of this

drama lies in the action of Oedipus;

everything he does

entangles him

tighter in the meshes of

him ever closer to his doom.

fate and brings

Nothing can help him.

^

His

heated tirades directed against the blind Teiresias, who
is withholding the truth but finally discloses it reluc
tantly to Oedipus’s uncomprehending ears,

bring Oedipus

to the brink of his doom. Even his friends, in their en
deavor to help him, cause him to sink deeper. Jocasta in
u

trying to clear Oedipus of the murder of Laius, uninten
tionally gives out a vital clue

to the

dreadful secret

by her allusion to the place ’’where meet the three great
roads.”20

The herdsman, too, wishing to relieve Oedipus

of his fears about Merope, in the very breath of his as
suring Oedipus that

"Polybos was nought to him,”21 was
*
furnishing a clue leading to the discovery of Oedipus’s
birth. And so on through the play, every incident, every
utterance of Oedipus contributes to the irony of his own
destiny.
Another prominent Greek quality, the note of re
signed acquiessence or acceptance of life, is brought out*
•

20.

Ibid.,

37.

21.

Ibid •>

47

22

in Ctedipus At Colonus,

the second play In the trilogy.

In this play Oedipus Is portrayed as a blind,

helpless

exile after a long banishment from Thebes, now fully re
signed to the ways of the gods.

Accompanied by his

daughters he arrives at Colonus.

By the

lightning

thunder he recognizes the sign of the gods,

two
and

the tidings

that his end is nigh. Unaided by human direction, guided
only by an inward inspiration, Oedipus goes to the place
where by the decree of the gods he is to die. A mysteri
ous splendor and tranquility of resignation surround his
closing hours.

His affectionate parting with the daugh

ters clinging to him,
King Theseus,

his calling

down blessings

upon

the "truest of friends,"22— all this pre

sents a scene of pensive beauty, showing the calm, tran
quil, and not inglorious close of a stormy and disastrous
*

life.

This note of calmness and resignation

dominating

the whole play resounds like an echo in the closing lines
of the drama, "Cease lamentation for verily these things
stand fast."2^

Cicero, in his admiration of the tender

pathos exhibited by the tragedy, termed Oedipus Coloneus
the "most tender of poems."24

22.

Richard C. Jebb, Tragedies of Sophocles, 116

23.

Ibid.,

24.

Arthur Elam Haigh, op. cit., 198.

123.

23

Another element, the note of lyricism, prominent
in Greek drama, remains to be commented upon.
was carried out by the Greek Chorus
of a commentator.

This role

taking the position

The lyric odes chanted by the Chorus

were related to the drama

and consisted

of reflections

suggested by the events, of prayers for help, or descrip
tions of preceding circumstances.
any way determine the course

The Chorus did not in

of the action,

nor did it

feel that its destiny was affected by the fate that hung
over the heroic figures on the stage. Sophocles used the
Chorus with perfect skill.

In his dramas it is

...blended so artistically with the other por
tions, that it adds to the beauty of the whole,
without impairing the tragic interest....In the
pauses of the action its grave and solemn strains,
intervening between the scenes of violence and
passion, afford a welcome resting-place to the
mind; and...shed a sort of lyrical splendor over
the whole tragedy.25
With this as a preliminary background, the

next

chapter will be devoted to an analysis of Greek elements
in Synge’s Riders to the Sea,

supplemented by a commen

tary on Synge's individual creative genius through which
the Greek elements blossomed out of his Anglo-Trisii dra
ma, making it the masterpiece acclaimed by critics.

25.

Ibid.,

155.

CHAPTER III

GREEK ELEMENTS IN SYNGE'S RIDERS TO THE SEA
The spirit of the old Greek tragedians seems to
hover over this bit of modern drama.
tragedy are clearly discernible

Elements of Greek

in the play from begin

ning to end.
The very opening of the play
example of Greek economy.

illustrates a fine

In the few brief

from Nora and Cathleen the tragic

utterances

situation is laid and

the main victim of fate presented:
Nora: Where is she?
Cathleen: She's lying down, God help her, and
may be sleeping, if she's able.l
The bundle of

clothes produced from

under Nora's shawl

marks the inciting moment of the play. All attention is
*
concentrated on it, and though it remains unopened, its
contents are definitely described as "a shirt and a plain
stocking...off a drowned man in Donegal"2
tragically hinted at in,

and the owner

"We're to find out If it's Mi

chael's they are."3 Thus, In a few terse statements, the1
2

1.

J. M. Synge, Riders to the Sea, 17.

2.

Ibid.,

18.

5.

Ibid

18

25

tragedy is ushered in.
same economy.

Suspense is

maintained with the

Though our anxiety to see the contents is

keyed up, the bundle remains unopened and hidden away in
the turf-loft for the
tice.

time being to escape Maurya's no

But as soon as the coast is clear,

the intensity

of Cathleen's anxiety is felt in, "She’s gone now. Throw
it down quickly."4

As Nora removes the bundle

from the

loft, we strain our eyes to see the contents of the bun
dle as she opens it with trembling fingers.

Ample

time

is afforded to examine the stocking, count the stitches,
match the flannel in the shirt,

thus fully establishing

the certainty that the clothes are Michael's.
ters' lament is

cut short

by Maurya's return,

bundle is stowed away in the chimney corner.
filled its purpose.

The

All throughout the scene

sis

and the

It has ful
there is

*r

nothing of excess in the actions

or in the words of the

^

characters•
By using simple words with directness, Synge pro
duced vast effects.
and lucidity.

The whole play

implies simplicity

The effect of immediacy is thus produced,

leaving us with the sense of the thing
the sense of the word.

This quality is manifest in al

most all of Maurya's utterances, as in:

4.

Ibid.,

29.

rather than wxth

u/
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...when a man is nine days in the sea, and the
wind blowing, it’s hard set his own mother would
be to say what man was it...5
The note of immediacy may be discerned in,
...it's a great rest I ’ll have now, and great
sleeping in the long nights after Samhain, if
it’s only a bit of wet flour we do have to eat,
and maybe a fish that would be stinking.6
In Nora’s description this same note is evident:
They're carrying a thing, among them and there’s
water dripping out of it and leaving a track by
the big stones.'
This sounds like an echo

to Maurya’s reminiscent musing

over the scene of Patch's drowning:
...they holding a thing in the half of a red sail
and water dripping out of it— it was a dry day,
Nora--and leaving a track to the door.8
The dominant motive permeating the action of the
drama from beginning to end is Greek fatalism.

creating

a tragic mood and an atmosphere of doom. Synge offers no
escape from Pate;

not even

the Aran mother can avail

the night-long

prayers

anything against it.

of

Synge,

being of a pagan attitude of mind and passionless nature,
comes closer to the Greeks in dominating

5.

Ibid.,

40

6.

Ibid.,

43

7.

Ibid.,

40

8.

Ibid.,

39

his drama with
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fatalism than one of a Christian mind would perhaps have
done.

God enters into the action

of the drama more or

less as an echo, due to the fact that Synge did not grasp
the Irish islanders' inner life of faith.
them as latter-day pagans with the
tificially

and superficially

Christian

tent.

way of

With

the characters

emptied of their spiritual con

But this very fact identifies

with the Greek

faith ar

grafted upon them.

Catholicity eliminated from their lives,
come to us more or less

Synge regarded

them more closely

character portrayal— objectively

rather than subjectively. Synge’s conception of fatalism
is pagan, but artistic.

In his Riders to the Sea, he

...retains a material fatality that altogether
transcends man. The sea is here identified with
doom and death; it is the sea whose formidable
presence is felt all about the play; the sea that
lurks behind the stage; the sea that throws with
loaded dice in the game of human existence.9
The effectiveness of the role of fate in the play
is heightened by another Greek element, irony,
used to great advantage by Synge.
touch of irony in

There is

a device

a distinct

all the scenes where

keep Bartley from the sea.

Maurya tries to
/
Bartley's persistence in his

seeking for a new rope and his working at the halter for
the horse that later throws him into the sea is ironical9

9.

Maurice Bourgeois, jop. cit., 165

^
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in situation.

Maurya intensifies the irony

when unwit

tingly she warns him, though she is thinking of Michael:
You’d do right to leave that rope, Bartley, hane-ing by the boards. It will be wanting in this
place, I’m telling you, if Michael is washed up.10
The very presence
immediate foreboding that,

of the

white boards gives an

though bought

coffin, they will serve for Bartley’s.

for Michael's

The frequent al

lusion to them in Bartley’s presence creates a situation
that gives Maurya’s words a barbed significance:
It's a hard thing they'll be saying below if the
body is washed up and there’s no man in it to
make the coffin, and I after giving a big price
for the finest white boards you’d find in Connemara.il
What irony in the fact that within the

next half-hour

the body of Bartley Is brought ini
Bartley’s instructions
to Cathleen what is to be
*
done In his absence teems with

unconscious irony.

His

final remark,
It’s hard set w e ’ll be from this day with no-one
In it but one man to work,12
is ironically set off with Maurya’s reply in words heavy
with the woeful grief crushing her heart:1
0

10.

J. M. Synge, op. cit.,

11.

Ibid.,

23.

12.

Ibid

24.

23.

It’s hard set w e ’ll be surely the day you're
drownd’d with the rest. What way will I live
and the girls with me, and I an old woman look
ing for the grave?13
Bartley lays down the halter and

exchanges his old coat

for a newer one,

unconsciously dressing up for his last

ride to the sea.

There is poignant irony in his remark:

I ’ll have half an hour to go down,
see me coming again...14

and you'll

Little does Bartley dream that within the hour he
go down into the sea and be

coming again

would

in a dripping

piece of old sail cloth.
The Greek note

of eternal suffering is another

element well expressed in

Maurya's

present dread by premonition of the
wrings from her agonized heart

life-long and ever
coming doom.

This

a despairing cry of fear

for her last living son:
*

It it was a hundred horses, or a thousand horses
you had itself, what is the price of a thousand
horses against a son where there is one son only?15
Maurya, in her grief and anguish for her sons, is repre
sentative also of the great maternal feeling which is so
powerful on these islands that it gives a life of torment
to the women who must either see

13.

Ibid.,

25.

14.

Ibid.,

25.

15.

Ibid

24

their sons engulfed by1
4
3

the sea as soon

as they are of age

or see them in con

stant danger of perishing under the stroke of fate.
dire intensity of this

maternal instinct

The

rings through

Maurya's last plea to hold Bartley back:
Isn't it a hard and cruel man won't hear a word
from an old woman, and she holding him from the
sea?16

When Bartley leaves,

overcome in her helplessness, with

ironical prophecy she laments:
He's gone now, God spare us, and we'll not see
him again.
He's gone now, and when the black
night is falling I'll have no son left me in the
world.17
Another touch of ironic pathos is felt in Nora's
handing the old woman

Michael's stick

to steady her in

walking on the stones when she carries the bread to Bart
ley— the stick Michael had brought from Connemara.

Aptly

the old woman terms it when she says:
...in the big world the old people do be leaving
things after them for their sons and children,
but in this place it is the young men do be
leaving things behind them that do be old.^8
These words imply
and mortality of life,

a consciousness of the vanity

another prominent note in

16.

Ibid.,

25

17.

Ibid.,

26

18.

Ibid.,

29

jliders

31

to the Sea, identified as Greek.

This sense of the ever-

awareness of death and acute realization that the shadow
of nothingness

is ever hovering

about them is woefully

expressed in the heart cry of Nora

as she throws out her

arms on Michael's clothes, weeping:
And isn't it a pitiful thing when there is noth
ing left of a man who was a great rover and
fisher, but a bit of an old shirt and a plain
stocking?19
Another outstanding Greek element brought out in
Synge's play is the Greek idea of totality--every
as viewed in its relation to the whole.
heroes and heroines
eternal suffering,

thing

Just as Grecian

were placed against a background of
so, too,

Synge's somber figures

of

Maurya and her sons stand out in perfect symmetry, as in
a Greek mosaic, against the sublime background of a ter
rorizing sea, rising irf boundless magnitude to overwhelm
and despoil the poor,

God-trusting

Aran mother

of her

husband and five sons in agonizing heart-breaking scenes
of woe.

But Maurya and her sons are, through their con

flict with the monstrous sea

with nothing

tween them and its fierce onsets,

standing be-

thus raised to heroic

proportions.
Maurya typifies suffering humanity and plays the

19.

Ibid.,

32, 33.

Greek role of the suffering of

a

great soul.

Her agony

in struggling with the monstrous sea which leaves her ultimately and absolutely bereaved
leaving one with a new tenderness
poor suffering Aran mother,

excites

awe and pity,

of sympathy

for

the

rather than with a resolved

hardness against the cruel, fateful sea.

This purifying

or purging effect— katharsis— may be identified with the
Greek drama.
The Greek tragedians employed the past as
tragic of the tenses.

most

It was tragic if pleasant because

it had passed only too quickly;
because it could never be undone.

and tragic

if fateful

Synge, likewise, sur

mised the effectiveness of the past tense and used it to
heighten the suffering of Maurya.

He raised

agony to the stage where she could brood

her mental

only over

the

*

past;

the present and the future were seen only through

the eyes of the woeful past.
Thus Maurya
the room,

is presented,

staring before her with haunted eyes

looking at the girls,

without

still holding the forgotten,bread

for Bartley in her hand,
fire.

as she slowly enters

going over to her stool by the

She plays the role of the statuesque, stoic Greek

heroine— a lonely, stately figure as majestic as the sea
itself.

Her restraint and impassivity are indicative of

the intensity of the agony

that is paralyzing her heart.

33

She is deaf to the utterances of her daughters; she sees
\X'

only the fateful past, and in its light she surmises the
future, uttering with a feeble voice, "My heart’s broken
from this day."2® Her mind was seized with the
the fearful vision

dread of

she had seen and which had prevented

her from bestowing her blessing on

Bartley.

The vision

was
...the fearfulest thing any person has seen,
since the day Bride Dara seen the dead man with
the child in his arms.21
In snatches she relates the vision of her two sons riding
to the sea on horses,
chael.

Bartley attended by the dead

Its tragic import of doom weighs heavily;

Mi
Cath-

leen begins to keen.
The momentum of the tragedy has been gathering so
fast that a bit of suspense Is offered
*
kindled with a spark of last hope:

in Nora's remark

Didn’t the young priest say the Almighty God
wouldn't leave her destitute with no son living?22
But Synge, in his strict concept of Greek fatalism,

has

poised a stroke of fate that not even the intervention of
/
God could avert. Simply, the dramatist has Maurya reply:*
1
2

2°.

Ibid.,

35.

21.

Ibid.,

36.

22.

Ibid

37

It's little the like of him knows of the sea...
Bartley will he lost now, and let you call in
Eamon and make me a good coffin out of^the white
boards, for I won’t live after them.23
As the final doom begins to close in on the lit
tle cottage, the scene takes on a hushed tone of sublime
awe.

Nora’s whispering to Cathleen at this moment of so

terrific restraint pierces the atmosphere like a shriek;
sounds from the seashore become more distinct in herald
ing in the catastrophe. Only Maurya, drawn into a trance
of grief, is unaware of the significance of it all. Iro
ny again plays its role;

Maurya, who had had a life-long

premonition of this impending catastrophe, is at the mo
ment of its enactment wholly unconscious

of its

woeful

significance. Ironically she is recreating from the past
the scene when Patch was drowned, unconsciously
fying that scene with the one being
tage.

Women with red petticoats over

slowly, keening softly.

identi

enacted in her cot
their heads enter

Half in dream Maurya utters, "Is

it Patch, or Michael, or what is it at all?"24
The keening women

in

Riders to the Sea

may be
1

identified with another Greek element, the note of lyri
cism

as expressed

through the rhythmic chanting of the2
*
3

23.

Ibid.,

38.

24.

Ibid •»
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Greek Chorus.

In Sophocles the Chorus was not a part of

the action hut supported the dominant moods of the trag
edy in a commentarial way.

In Riders to the Sea the keen

of the women is the outward manifestation of the lyrical
fervor of lament, suggestive of the
Greek Chorus.

lyrical role of the

Synge with his ear attuned to the

harmo

ny of music recognized in the native keen— a lilted and
half-musical recitative--a very impressive pathetic note
with a threnodic appeal.

He saw its dramatic efficiency

and used it effectively

At the opening of

the play it

sounds faintly
...like some "unheard melody" perceived by the
spiritual ear alone;
but at the climax of the
tragedy it rises and swells in entrancing power,
and mingles with the moan of the Atlantic which
one knows without words is dashing its surf be
neath the cabin walls.25
The keen, though expressive of the lyric note of
grief in the drama, was not a manifestation of a personal
lament on the part of the keening women,

but the cry of

pain coming from the inner consciousness of a people all
doomed to the same fate.

In the presence of death this
/

consciousness laid itself bare in the woeful, despairing
cry of the keeners in the face of fate.
The importance of the keen as a mourning rite on2
5

25.

Maurice Bourgeois, _ojd. cit., 166.

the islands in the lives of the islanders immediately be
reaved is keenly sensed in Cathleen's woeful lament that
Michael had been deprived of his share of rites:
Ah, Nora, isn't it a bitter thing to think of
him floating that way to the far north, and no
one to keen him but the black hags that do be
flying on the sea?22
The intensity of Maurya’s grief
her "crying and keening,

was manifest in

and making great sorrow in the

house"2
27 for nine days since Michael was drowned so much
6
so that her crying was heard from the cottage down to the
spring well.

Yet, when fate shatters her to utter deso

lation by the bereavement of her last son, her spirit is
lifted above her heart-rending grief to a magnificent acquiessence, such as is found in the Greek
one.

heroine Antig

In a spirit of resigned acceptance, Maurya says,
They’re all gone now,* and there isn't anything
more the sea can do to me...I'11 have no call
now to be up and crying and praying.... it ' 3 ar
great rest I'll have now, and it’s time surely.22

It is this note of serene acquiessence in Maurya ’ 3 abso
lute bereavement

that gives the play a note of enduring

value and intensifies the tragic effect.
words of half-pagan,

Maurya's 'last

half-Catholic submission,

26.

J. M. Synge, ojo. cit., 32.

27.

Ibid.,

44.

28.

Ibid

42.
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Michael has a clean burial in the far north, by
the grace of the Almighty God.
Bartley will
have a fine coffin out of the white boards,
and a deep grave surely. What more can we want
than that? No man at all can be living forever,
and we must be satisfied,*59
may well be matched in sentiment
Oedipus Coloneu3 ,

to the closing line in

"Cease lamentation

things stand fast."2
30
9

Oedipus,

for verily

like Maurya,

fuge in suffering and accepting death

with a

these

found re
calm mind

and strength unshaken.
Maurya is lifted above the tragedy itself by her
spirit of acquiessence.
seems to engulf

Though the sense of mortality

the whole world, leaving more dead than

living— similar to the impression

one gets

Clinic that the whole world is sick— Maurya,

at the Mayo
the prota

gonist, survives to pray for them all:
...May the Almighty God have mercy on Bartley's
soul, and on Michael’s soul, and on the souls
of Sheamus and Patch, and Stephen and Shawn...;
and may He have mercy on my soul...and on the
soul of every one is left living in the world.31
For an adequate treatment of Synge’s masterpiece,
Riders to the Sea,

the analysis of the

should be supplement ed

Greek elements

with a commentary on some of the

29.

Ibid.,

45.

30.

Richard C. Jebb, _0 £. cit., 123.

31.

J. M. Synge, _0£. cit.,

45.

38

elements of Synge's own individual art with which he wove
the Greek elements into his modern drama.
By artistically contrasting and blending everyday
life with

the grim struggles

upon which life necessari

ly depends, Synge caused the homeliest details to

assume

a fearsome and premonitory significance, thus heightening
the tragic tone of the drama.
Synge's use of symbolism, colorful imagery, and a
poetic prose are creations of his own genius.

Synge uses

symbols of doom to great effect, such as the ominous gust
of wind which blows the door open at the point
sisters are talking about

where the

Michael's death at sea. It as

serts itself as the taunting breath of the hostile antag
onist, the sea
tage.

rolling below the walls of the small cot

The sisters look out anxiously, very much concern

ed about Bartley's going to sea that day.

Cathleen ask3 ,

"Is the sea bad by the white rocks, Nora?"32

Nora says,

...There's a great roaring in the west, and it's
worse it'll be getting when the tide's turned to
the wind.33
The gust of wind, representative of the roaring sea,' thus
plays an ominous role in this scene.
The bundle of clothes is another weird

32.

Ibid.,

19

33.

Ibid..

19

symbol of

39

the impending doom,
crete symbol of

for it stands as the tangible, con

Michael's death.

As in the Greek trag

edies, death occurs offstage and Synge presents it to the
audience through the bundle of Michael's clothes,
identification of which the tragic momentum of

by the

the drama

gathers force.
The ominous

white boards,

coffin, but destined for

bought

Bartley's,

for Michael's

serve as a tangible

symbol of the death of the last two sons,

intensified by

Maurya'3 great concern about the making of a "fine coffin
out of the white boards,
conspicuous place

and a deep grave

surely."34

is assigned to the white boards.

the beginning of the play to the end,
view propped against the wall.

A

Prom

they stand in full

The effect of their pres-

ence is heightened by Maurya's frequent allusion to them.
*

Another vivid symbol

of doom is presented in the

dripping sail cloth, first visualized in Maurya's descrip
tion of Patch's drowning,

then in Nora's

identifying it

as seen through the open door, and lastly in its tangible
presentation on the stage
in.

when Bartley's body is brought

The dripping sail cloth

symbolizes the cruel sea's

triumph over the poor destitute mother.
The many native touches

34.

Ibid

45

bestrewing the drama are

40

all charged with a

foreboding sense of doom.

The fre

quent replenishing of turf for the ever quickly devouring
flames,

the forgotten cake In Maurya's hand,

and Bart

ley's changing of the old coat for the newer one, are all
symbolical of the vanity and
against fate.

futility of human endeavor

Even the comparing

of the cloth stuff in

tte shirt and the counting of stitches in the wet stock
ing build up the symbolical significance

of the bundle

by unmistakably associating it with the dead Michael. In
this manner Synge imbues every trivial incident
tail with meaning that it carries in it the

and de

essence

of

man's suffering and impending doom.
Synge's colorful imagery
his creative dramatic art.

is another

Evidences

of his

element of
warm and

colorful imagery are found throughout the drama. He kept
*

close to Irish earth, and every incident and action that
he brought into the drama was colored by his warm sympa
thy for the people among whom he lived.
of the bad sea by the white rocks,

When he speaks

the great roaring in

the west, the star against the moon, or even the pig; with
the black feet, the shirt heavy with salt, or the bit of
wet flour, he is recreating his images

not from what he

saw but from what he lived— from his impassioned contem
plation.
he loved,

Synge's imagery refers

to the roads and hills

the bleak black cliffs of the north washed by

41

the foamy breakers,

the mists and the rains,

the black

nights and the roaring Irish sea with the strength of the
Atlantic beneath it.

Color plays

a very prominent role

in giving effective touches to Synge's imagery.
readily seen in such instances as:
"turning at the green head",

This is

"white rocks",

tide

"pig with the black feet",

"the red mare and the gray pony",

"black hags....flying

on the sea", "black night...falling",

"black

cliffs",

"black knot", "white boards", "red petticoats", and "red
sail".353
6

Without his wholesome love of the Irish earth

Synge's imagery

might have become dainty and

literary,

but the native salt keeps it fresh.
In his mastery of words, Synge manifests an art.
By means of words he could supply environment, create at
mosphere, or paint word-pictures, all of which are found
in the passage referring to the new rope:
...it's on the nail by the white boards. I hung
it up this morning, for the pig with the black
feet was eating it.35
Or what a picture is painted

in the closing lines where

Maurya "puts the empty cup downwards on the table...lays
her hands together on Bartley's feet"37 praying for God's

35.

Ibid.,

19-39.

36.

Ibid.,

24.

37.

Ibid.,

45.
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mercy on the souls of her sons and husband.
The third element of Synge’s creative art is his
poetic prose with its incomparable eloquence.
a master of pathosj
prose.

Synge was

he knew the poetic possibilities of

A mournful rhythm throbs through passages as:

He won’t go this day with the wind rising from
the south and west. He won't go this day, for
the young priest will stop him surely.38
Synge ’ 3

poetio prose

is beautifully modulated;

its color, rolling rhythm, and haunting cadence linger on
in the mind, as in the passage:
There was Sheamus and his father, and his own
father again, were lost in a dark night, and
not a stick or sign was seen of them when the
sun went up.^9
Synge’s prose
about it,

"has the flavor of the wild apple

the tang of peat smoke",

the appeal of which

rests on
...the irresistibly quaint idiom, the drifting
rhythm, the loose sentenoe structure, thought
thrown out after thought, as it were, without
premeditation, and blossoming from phrase to
phrase, the window opened upon a mist of vague
and limitless emotion, the poignant and adora
ble Celtic wistfulness.4®
/

One listens

Plays,

to the dialogue

38.

Ibid.,

21.

39.

Ibid.,

39.

in the play as one listens3
0
4
9
8

40. Charles H. Whitman,
551.

Seven

Contemporary
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to music.

Under Synge’s pen, the quaint Aran idiom blos

soms into great literature.

Synge displays genuine

ginality in the use of the Anglo-Irish idiom.

ori

He

...made his own selection of word and phrase,
choosing what would express his own personality;
above all, he had word and phrase dance to a ve
ry strange rhythm— a rhythm...that others since
Synge have striven to reproduce, but never with
the same effect of mysterious beauty and natural
music.41
The marvel lies in Synge’s infusion of these cre
ative elements

springing from his Irish genius,

drama preeminently Greek in essence.
accomplished a marvelous blending

into a

Synge has, indeed,

of Greek

and

Celtic

elements, recognized in the
...rhythmic choral chaunting represented by the
moaning women;.. .fatalism in the ¡ever-impending
disaster;...Sophoclean irony in the episode of
the coffin;...unity of tonal coloring in the
sombre atmosphere of Irish coast life; and most
of all...life made emotionally significant in
every line...42
In resume, it may be asserted that Synge's Riders
to the Sea distinctly
tragedy.

possesses

the qualities of Greek

There is a vividly conveyed fate-charged atmos

phere of a pagan fatalism;

Sophoclean irony and pathos

dominate the scene throughout;

41.
136, 137.
42.

the suffering of a great

John W. Cunliffe, Modern English Playwrights,
Bruce Carpenter,

The Way of the Drama, 65.
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soul, the Aran mother, is simply and powerfully portray
ed, throbbing with human anguish and the mystery of pain,
and exciting in us awe and pity.

The Greek consciousness

of the vanity and mortality of life is everywhere felt.
Like Sophocles, Synge, too, stands for concrete
ness, simplicity, and clearness, with nothing in excess.
The characters, too,

are simply drawn,

set against the

background of woe resulting from the onsets

of the fury

of the illimitable Sea, raising Maurya to heroic stature.
The play gains its intensity from its extreme simplicity
and concreteness,
Greek economy.

and from its condensation patterned on

The dominant notes found in the Sophocle-

an drama are found in Synge's tragedy, namely:
of resigned acceptance of life

the note

as portrayed in Maurya's

beautiful spirit of acquiessence;

the use of tragic iro-

*

ny;

✓

the note of lyricism;

and the placing

of dramatic

interest before religious truths viewed objectively. Like
Sophocles, Synge, too, was warm of heart and sympathetic
but his drama is passionless.
In the true sense of the word, the spirit of the
old Greek tragedians does, indeed, hover over this bit of
modern drama, infused with the Celtic elements of a life
as felt and seen and sung by the
John Millington Synge.

Anglo-Irish dramatist,

^

CONCLUSION

Synge’s fame according to the majority of critics
stands fixed.

There are, however, a few who have failed

to grasp either the essence of tragic drama or the genius
of Synge's

dramatic art— an art that can be imitated in

style but not in its organic individuality.

While here

and there "the mists do be gathering" around the name and
work of this Irish dramatist, they soon become dispelled
by fair, appreciative critics just as the sun penetrates
through the opaque Irish mists on the Aran Islands.
Of the few critics who take a depreciating
of Synge's works, George Moore is one.

view

Of Riders to the

Sea he writes :
...when I heard this one-act play, it seemed ve
ry little more than the contents of Synge's note
book, an experiment .in language rather than a
work of art, a preparatory essay; he seemed to
me to have contented himself with relating a
painful rather than a dramatic story, his preoc
cupation being to discover a style, a vehicle of
expression. ^
In this point of view,

Moore is supported by Barrett H.

Clark, who maintains that a tragedy

t

...must show great and strong chara.cters--or at
least characters In which there is potential
greatness or strength— struggling with forces

1. Barrett H. Clark,
Drama of To-day, 192.

The British and American
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which are finally too great to be overcome. And.
we must see the struggle. A tragic figure must
have the opportunity to fail honorably, and we
wish to see him trying to evade his fate.2
Malone effectively refutes Moore's statement that
Synge's drama is "an experiment in language rather than a
work of art" and "a painful rather than dramatic story."
He says:
...a painful story it certainly is, but related
as Synge relates it the story is also dramatic.
It is dramatic in language rather than incident,
and tragic in the current journalistic sense ra
ther than in the Aristotelian. In the play is
vividly depicted the life of all seafaring com
munities; every time a member puts to sea he
places his life in the hands of Providence; the
story is of little significance as it is upon
the language that the effects depend. Atmosphere
and action are both implicit in the words used,
and it is by contrasting the homely life of ev
eryday with the grim struggle upon which life
depends that the tragic effect is produced.
There is no doubt that, whether the play be
strictly a tragedy or not, it is theatrically
effective and true to life.3
If judged

from theatricality,

exploitation

of

ideas, sentimentality, and moralizing— which, after all,
are nonessentials— Synge's drama might seem to fall short
but if judged from more than externals,

its outstanding
1

merits become most evident.

If judged from its

...presentation of a progressive spiritual reac
tion to an inscrutable destiny by means of per-

2.

Ibid.,

192.

3.

Andrew E. Malone, The Irish Drama, 150.
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fectly conceived, characters and dialogue truth
fully colored, then Riders to the Sea is the
masterpiece it has been pronounced.4
Instead of theatrical mechanism,

Synge, as a true poet-

dramatist, substituted the reality of life itself.
Furthermore, Synge’s drama fulfills the require
ments of tragedy as set forth by Courtney

who maintains

that the
...essence of tragedy...is always a conflict
between a great law or power, universal or world
wide in its scope, and the free will of the in
dividual.
Necessity without, liberty within—
that is the great theme which, however disguised,
runs through every tragedy which has been writ
ten in the world.5
Or, as more fittingly applicable to the conflict between
the illimitable sea and the staunch Aran mother

in this

drama, Courtney offers this definition:
...tragedy is always the clash of two powers-necessity without, freedom within; outside, a
great, rigid, arbitrary law of fate; inside the
undefeated individual will, which can win its
spiritual triumph even when all its material sur
roundings and environment have crumbled into
hopeless ruin.6
These very sentiments are clearly manifest in the end in
Maurya’s undefeated will and spiritual triumph
is despoiled of her last son,

wh^n she

as she says:

4. Ernest Bradlee Watson and William Benfield
Pressey, Contemporary Drama, English and Irish Plays, 7.
5.

W. L. Courtney, The Idea of Tragedy, 18, 19.

6.

Ibid.,

12.
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...there isn’t anything more the sea can do to
me....it’s a great rest I ’ll have now...78
Malone, joining in with the scores of critics who
recognize the individual genius of Synge's work, acclaims
Riders to the Sea to be generally regarded as "the finest
one-act play of the modern theatre."8
Perhaps

the best

tribute is given Synge by Mau

rice Bourgeois:
There is at present a keen appreciation of Synge
in the English literary world....It may be con
fidently urged that Synge's name is one of the
chosen few that are bound to survive....his wri
tings bear the hallmark of the signal literary
ability and of an almost unprecedented tempera
ment.... it has been Synge's merit to go back to
the fresh, intuitive, live perception of a pri
mitive and gruesome reality that alone could sat
isfy the craving of his imagination for some
vivid, pungent stuff to work on....Like all who
truly express themselves, he expressed his coun
try, he expressed mankind; but being a certain
type of Irishman, and a certain type of man, he
expressed Ireland and mankind only as he saw
them, or saw himself in them. His plays are
Ireland; they are mankind; above all, they are
Synge.9

7.

J. M. Synge,

ojd.

cit.,

42.

8.

Andrew Malone, ojc. cit.,

9.

Maurice Bourgeois, _0 £. oit»» 246, 247.

150.
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